
Origin:

Farms:

Producer:

West Arsi, Ethiopia
Various 
Various smallholder farmers

Brew Ratio:

Body

Clean and sparkly with floral aromatics making way to delicate notes 
of peach, black tea and bergamot. 

16:1
Ext. Yield: 21.75%

TDS: 1.38

Acidity Sweetness

Rest Time: 3-28 Days

Machine: Loring Kestrel 35 Batch Size: 20kg/batch

Roasted By Dan Sherrington

Detourcoffee.com
@Detourcoffee

hello@detourcoffee.com

SOURCING

ORIGIN STORY

TASTING

BREWING

ROASTING

Varietal:

Process:

Altitude:

Ethiopian Heirloom
Washed
1800-1950 MASL

ROASTER’S NOTES

West Arsi
Ethiopia

Throughout the green buying process and our tests roasts, it became 
clear to us that this coffee would make for a really tasty espresso 
based on it’s creamy texture and intense sweetness that reminds us 
of peaches. Because this coffee has a lot to offer in the realm of 
acidity and sweetness, we landed on a relatively quick roast profile - 
around 9 and a half minutes - with just under 2 minutes of 
development time. We feel this allows the nuanced citrus notes to 
shine in the cup while also maintaining that creamy texture and 
sweetness. 

Our first single origin espresso offering 
from Ethiopia in a good long while is a 
sweet and classic Sidamo profile .

Located in the South of Ethiopia, Nensebo 
is showcasing its specialty coffee 
potential and flavour profile more and 
more every year and putting itself on the 
map. As one of the most celebrated mills 
in the sub region, the Gora Kone washing 
station is situated in the Arsi region on 
the banks of the Nensebo river, next to 
the village of Werka.  

The station itself buys harvest from 700 
to 800 coffee smallholders. At these 
family farms, 3 hectares per farm on 
average, you find wanza and acacia trees 
that shade their coffee shrub. Cherries are 
handpicked between November and 
January and delivered to Gora Kone 
washing station.

***Parameters were done with 20g VST baskets / 200°F water / 8.5 
bar pressure on Batch No. 6605

ESPRESSO

In: 19 Time: 30 TDS: 9.0Out: 42

Gora Kone, ETHIOPIA

Peach / Fresh Citrus / Black Tea


